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Abstract. In information-dense work domains, the effectiveness of display
formats in drawing attention to task-relevant information is critical. In this
paper, we demonstrate a method to evaluate this capability for on-screen indi-
cators used to proactively monitor multiple automated agents. To estimate the
effectiveness of indicator formats in drawing attention to emerging problems, we
compared the visual salience of indicators, as measured by computational
models, to task-relevant attributes needed during proactive monitoring. The
results revealed that standard formats generally do not draw attention to the
information needed to identify emerging problems in multi-indicator displays,
and validated the success of formats designed to more closely map task-relevant
information to visual salience. We additionally report an extended saliency-
based monitoring model to predict task performance from saliency and discuss
implications for broader design and application.
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1 Introduction

Across many work domains, humans must maintain awareness of multiple dynamic
information sources relating to complex processes, automation, autonomous vehicles,
information networks, or multi-agent teams. Human-computer interface (HCI) design-
ers are faced with difficult and important decisions regarding what information to
convey and in what format to convey it. While more information is often regarded as
beneficial, the amount of information presented must be measured against the limita-
tions of human attention. Basic research has characterized the limitations of human
attention and motivated consideration of attention management in HCI design [1, 2].
Our goal is to provide a scientific basis for the design and pairing of indicator formats
with task needs to reduce the load placed on human attention by multiple parameters
that must be monitored. In the companion to this work [3], we provide a qualitative
analysis and experimental evaluation of several standard indicator formats, as well as
novel formats. In this paper, we bring a new rigor to the study of attention management
by applying computational models of human attention to illustrate and objectively
evaluate how well different indicator formats highlight task-relevant information and
support task performance.
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Information-dense displays can be more effectively managed if task-relevant
information is more salient, and perceptually “pops out” from the background. We refer
to the relationship between the importance of information and how well it automati-
cally draws human attention as salience mapping. Improving and evaluating salience
mapping requires both knowing what information is important for a task (and when it is
important), and applying or creating indicator formats with features that draw attention
to important information. One common example is stoplight coding, which typically
highlights information as yellow or red when a threshold is crossed. However, mapping
salience to threshold categories does not discriminate between worsening and resolving
trends, and does not help users prioritize within caution or warning categories. The
mapping of salience is key to making it useful for the task at hand; this example raises
the question how salience can be more effectively mapped to draw attention to different
aspects of status for different task needs.

Finding information needed for specific tasks requires a search through available
information. An established body of research on visual search [4, 5] has experimentally
identified many visual features that facilitate efficient searches for targets surrounded by
large numbers of distractors. These efficient searches occur when targets are clearly
differentiated by basic features such as color, intensity, orientation, size, shape, motion,
and luminance onset/change [6, 7]. Contrast in these basic features between an item and
surround make the item salient. Salience in this sense describes the attention-drawing
properties resulting from visual features independent of a particular task, referred to
more formally as bottom-up salience.

Study and evaluation of salience mapping requires an objective measurement of
salience. One method is to use existing computational models of image salience
developed by attention researchers, e.g. [8–12]. These models are evaluated by their
ability to predict where humans will look in images. Evaluating salience through
computational models is faster and less costly than repeated eye movement studies and
is additionally robust to top-down task strategies involving covert shifts of attention.
These models compute the salience at each pixel in an input image to predict
eye-fixations from visual features in the input. We applied these models to measure the
salience of indicator formats displaying information varying in priority, and assess
salience mapping as the relationship between priority and measured salience. Applying
these models also served to hone our own understanding of how effectively indicator
formats map salience. We have explored and applied several models (Graph-Based
Visual Salience [11], SUN [10], and CovSal [9]) to indicator formats in custom dis-
plays and to display stimuli from our previous experiments [3, 13].

We focus on the task of monitoring a large team of automated agents through
multiple continuously-valued variables presented in a bank of visual indicators. The
ultimate goal of this task is to identify emerging problems before they manifest, termed
proactive monitoring [14–16]. Proactive monitoring becomes increasingly important
with larger teams and more information. Two attributes required for successful pro-
active monitoring of a single variable are: the current deviation from steady state value
(current deviation), and trending away from steady state (worsening trends) [15].
Applying the above research on salience and visual search, proactive monitoring
should be facilitated by making higher current deviations and faster worsening trends
more salient. In the rest of this paper we demonstrate the application of salience
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modeling to measure how effectively indicator formats direct attention to these attri-
butes. Section 2 describes a broad analysis of salience mapping in ten indicator formats,
and Sect. 3 applies the approach in more detail to stimuli from human performance
experiments, and extends it to capture task performance.

2 Applying Salience Modeling to Evaluate Salience Mapping

Here we give a brief overview of Fig. 1, followed by discussion of the relative priority
of the key time points depicted in the figure, an introduction of the formats tested,
salience modeling details, and further discussion. Figure 1 compares several formats (as
rows) over multiple points in time (as columns) as a problem emerges and recovers.
The top of Fig. 1 depicts an illustrative trajectory for a single agent plotted over time
relative to the desired normal value (50), caution thresholds (≥ 75 and ≤ 25), and
warning thresholds (≥ 80 and ≤ 20). The agent’s trajectory starts at a normal state,
worsens, and then recovers. Key time points labeled with capital letters were chosen to
illustrate different degrees of task importance. Below, the input images for each format

Fig. 1. Salience of different indicator formats at time points along an illustrative trajectory. The
graph at the top illustrates the trajectory over time and the time points used. The depiction of each
format was run through the GBVS model [11] surrounded by normal state indicators of the same
format, and the output salience map is depicted overlaid with the input. The far left column left
shows the raw image input corresponding to column D.
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and time point are shown overlaid with the measured salience maps (see Fig. 1 in [3]
for the raw images). Formats with a strong positive relationship between priority and
measured salience have higher salience at time points with emerging worsening trends
or high current deviations. A lack of relationship between salience and these attributes
indicates poor salience mapping and suggests that search through a large array of
indicators will be difficult.

In Fig. 1, the time point labeled A has a normal current value, is relatively steady,
and therefore does not merit concern. Points B-E are all worsening and have increasing
deviations from normal, reaching a caution state by D and a warning state by E.
Accordingly, these time points are increasingly concerning, in order from B to E. At
point F, the value is starting to return to normal, but is still in a warning state. At point
G the agent is in a caution state, but is headed back to normal. Points H and I show the
value resolving. Note that point H is resolving very quickly, and depending on agent
characteristics, may be in danger of overshooting normal. Overall, we consider the
rough order in decreasing concern to be E, F, D, C, H, G, B, I, and finally A; depending
on assumptions about agent dynamics, slight variations in this ordering are sensible,
particularly positions H and G.

The indicator formats analyzed included standard formats usedwidely across domains
(Numeric Values, Gauges, Bullet Graphs [17], Stoplight Coding, and Trend Graphs),
formats proposed in the literature (TrendSignature Plots, [18]), andnovel formatswehave
designed specifically to include trend information and to map critical information to
salience (Trendicons, patent pending,FisherRosemountSystems, Inc., LinearEstimators,
Predictive Trendicons, and Augmented Trend Graphs – see [3] for more detailed
descriptions of all formats). Note that although Stoplight Coding is often combined with
other formats for attention management, we evaluated it separately to cleanly assess the
properties inherent to each format. Each of these different formats provides access to
different types of information, at differing levels offidelity, and using different features, to
support proactive monitoring to varying degrees, as discussed elsewhere [3].

The details of computational models of salience differ, but most operate in a
broadly similar fashion, given that they are all rooted in a common understanding of
low-level visual processing. First, the input image is decomposed into a feature-based
representation, for example Gabor filters of varying spatial scales and orientations,
and/or hue in a normalized color space. Then contrast with surrounding features is
calculated, normalized, and combined into an overall “salience map”. In general, the
output was similar between models we tested, with some explainable discrepancies
(e.g. CovSal [9] rarely found the lines in graphs salient, because it has very coarse
orientation resolution). For brevity, in this paper we only show output from the
Graph-Based Visual Salience (GBVS) model [11]. We used the default parameters of
GBVS, with the exception of increasing the processing resolution and number of
orientation channels. Additionally, to allow meaningful comparisons between different
salience maps, we modified it to output raw as opposed to normalized salience maps.
To obtain a relative measure of saliency, each indicator format at each key point in time
was run through the GBVS model surrounded by eight normal indicators of the same
format (identical to time point A). Overall salience readings were normalized within
each format type for presentation. The GBVS output is overlaid on the indicator format
image as heatmaps, with hotter colors representing greater salience.
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The analysis of salience mapping across formats revealed several important find-
ings, discussed next. In particular, many formats fail to relate current deviations or
worsening trends to salience. Only a few formats successfully map current deviations
and worsening trends to salience. Throughout this review we highlight specific features
that draw attention and how they do or do not relate to the key information attributes.

Failures of Relating Current Deviations to Salience. Current deviation is not related
to salience for most of the formats reviewed, including Numeric Values, Gauges, Bullet
Graphs, Trend Signature Plots, and Trend Graphs. While there seems to be some
increased salience for the most deviant current values in the Gauges and Bullet Graphs,
salience is driven even more strongly by the colored regions and dark bars. While
color-coded critical regions are initially helpful as an intuitive label, they distract from
dynamic task needs. The Trend Graph does increase in salience leading up to the
problem, but it remains salient after the problem as resolved. Although these formats
are often combined with Stoplight Coding, which is notably salient once the caution or
warning threshold is crossed, Stoplight Coding effectively only provides a binary
indicator of deviation through saliency.

Failures of Relating Worsening Trends to Salience. Worsening trend was unrelated
to salience for Numeric Values, Gauges, Bullet Graphs, Stoplight Coding, Trend
Signature Plots, or Trend Graphs. The salience of Stoplight Coding does not dis-
criminate the newly emerging problem at time points D and E from the resolving one at
F and G. Trend Signature Plots do draw attention based on trend characteristics, as do
Trend Graphs with orientation or alignment. However, similar to Stoplight Coding,
they do not distinguish worsening from resolving trends. In fact, Trend Graphs are
more salient after the problem has peaked, when the event is in the graphs history.

Successes in Salience Mapping. The bottom four formats in Fig. 1 (Trendicons,
Linear Estimator, Alternative Trendicons, and Augmented Trend Graphs) were all
designed to relate current deviation and worsening trends to salience and generally
balance saliency between the two. However there are some interesting differences in
the design strategies used, which we will review in turn. Both Trendicon formats
incorporate separate features to map to different task-relevant attributes. The contrast of
the center deviation bar in Trendicons directly draws attention for more deviant values.
The shape coding of the direction arrow creates different orientations, and especially
draws attention when the Trendicon border thickens as it is worsening (or darkened in
the Alternative Trendicon, see below). The salience model shows that the steady state
Trendicon at time point A draws little attention. However for the worsening indicator of
time point B, the thick outline and jet trials are much more salient. The more deviant
indicators at time points C through E also draw attention, increasingly with the more
extreme current values. Deviant indicators that have stopped worsening, and started to
return to normal at time points F through I are comparatively less salient (although still
more salient than a steady normal state Trendicon).

The Linear Estimator, like the Stoplight Coding, is not in and of itself a format, but
intended as an augmentation. The Linear Estimator and its underlying automation
integrates task-relevant features and maps them directly to more salient intensities.
However, while Stoplight Coding maps color to a few discrete current states based on
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current deviation, the Linear Estimator maps intensity to graded predictions of future
state, incorporating both current deviation and trend information. This has a number of
effects. The choice of intensity rather than color is non-consequential, except that it
helps avoid overusing the color, reserving it for critical situations. Using a graded
coding helps prioritize multiple indicators. More critically for proactive monitoring is
that the Linear Estimator maps intensities to predictions of future state. To the extent
these predictions are accurate, the Linear Estimator preemptively warns users about
likely problems through salience (here the model driving those predictions is rather
simple, but analogous schemes could be used for more complex models). The salience
predicted by GBVS [11] roughly matches intensity, and is generally higher for the
indicators in a problematic current state (time points E and F), followed by those
leading up to a problematic current state (B through D, in order), those resolving (G
through H), and those in a steady normal state (A and I). Note the increased salience at
time point H is caused by a prediction (in this case incorrect) that the indicator will
overshoot normal. The Alternative Trendicon and Augmented Trend Graph are com-
binations of the Linear Estimator with Trendicons (replacing the thickness-coding of
worsening with the intensity from the Linear Estimator) and Trend Graphs (augmenting
the Trend Graph with a Linear Estimator bar to the right, a current deviation bar, and
faded history). Like their parent formats, the Alternative Trendicon and Augmented
Trend Graph map current deviation and worsening trends to salience.

3 Applying Salience Modeling to Experimental Data

In a recent study [13] we empirically assessed human monitoring performance for a
subset of the formats in Fig. 1. We compared the effectiveness of Numeric Values,
Trend Graphs, and Trendicons in supporting proactive problem detections in 4, 12 and
24 simultaneously-monitored dynamic indicators. The results demonstrated significant
performance improvements in the form of earlier and more accurate detections of
emerging problems for Trendicon over the standard Numeric Values and Trend
Graphs. We hypothesized that the performance improvements were due to the reliable
mapping of visual salience to important attributes for proactive monitoring in Trend-
icons. Here, we present application of the GBVS [11] model to demonstrate quanti-
tatively that Trendicons do indeed map salience to the core task properties of proactive
monitoring more effectively than the other formats. We also present a new
salience-based monitoring (SBM) model that relates salience to human performance.

3.1 Detailed Salience Mapping Evaluation

We ran each frame of the experiment stimuli [13] through the GBVS [11] model to
obtain a measurement of salience over time for each indicator and format, and related
the salience to the depicted information over time. We used the median salience over
the entire indicator region as a measure of indicator salience.

Figure 2 illustrates changes in saliency over time for the tested formats. The figure
shows an indicator value from an experiment trial containing a critical event
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(top) plotted against the time course of measured salience for the Numeric Value, Trend
Graph, and Trendicon formats (bottom). The salience model output is overlaid on the
indicator display image at key points in time. All formats start with roughly equivalent
salience, and show a sharp increase in salience due to stoplight alerts that appeared when
a critical threshold was crossed. The saliency of the Numeric Value format is variable,
but gives no indication of the impending problem. For the Trend Graph format, there is
an increase in salience leading up to the alert event. However, the salience increases after
the alert as the event moves into the graphs history. While this would not be a problem
for a single indicator, with many indicators this would now serve as a distraction. In
contrast, Trendicons jump in salience earlier, more definitively, and continue increasing
in salience up through the onset of the alert. After the indicator recovers, salience goes
back down to baseline (increasing for short periods of time as the indicator worsens
again).

Figure 3 shows how the salience model output relates to deviation from normal
value and trend over the entire experiment. The figure shows scatterplots of the salience
of indicators at a 1,764 sampled points from indicators used in the experiment (spacing
samples in time and excluding time points with alerts present) between the measured
salience and the actual deviation from normal (top) and a measure of worsening (the
slope from a linear regression over the past 10 time steps, with sign set to be positive
for slopes heading toward normal, and to be negative for slopes heading away from
normal, shown at the bottom). The inset numbers are Spearman rank correlation sta-
tistics and associated p values. Although significant for current deviation, Numeric
Values and Trend Graphs showed very weak correlations with current deviation and
worsening trends (in terms of ρ) compared to those found with Trendicons.

Fig. 2. Relationship between an identical indicator trajectory (top) and measured salience
(bottom) for Numeric Value (left), Trend Graphs (middle) and Trendicon (right) formats. The
trajectory consists of normal behavior, with an inserted anomalous event and recovery. Callouts
show the model output overlaid on the input at various key time points. The vertical gray line
indicates the onset of the critical event and associated stoplight alert.
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3.2 Salience-Based Monitoring (SBM) Model

Above, we showed how the salience modeling can be used to assess the mapping of
salience to task-relevant information. While the use of salience models can help inform
predictions about the effectiveness of different formats, they do not make a connection
between salience and actual monitoring performance. For example, they do not explain
variations in performance with different numbers of indicators (“span of control”
effects) [13]. To explain behavior, a computational model of how people use the
salience information to make responses is needed. We developed a salience-based
monitoring (SBM) model that uses the salience model output to decide what indicators
to observe. The SBM model assumes equal information access across formats, but
differential salience, measured by running GBVS [11] on actual frames from the
experiment. This allows us to test how well differential salience alone explains our
experimental results [13]. We do not claim that the SBM model captures the process by
which humans complete this task, but that it is a computational demonstration of the
rational consequences of differential salience on performance.

The SBM model maintains internal beliefs about each indicator in the task through
a Kalman filter that estimates the indicator’s value, velocity, and acceleration given
intermittent value observations. Kalman model parameters were trained with fully
observed practice trials. As a measure of the model’s “concern”, its internal beliefs
were used to calculate the probability that each indicator would cross threshold in the
next second. Every 250 ms (the time between updates of the experiment, but also close
to the average human inter-saccade time), the salience of each indicator and the
model’s concern were combined as a measure of attentional urgency. At each time step,
a veridical observation of current value (but not velocity or acceleration) of the

Fig. 3. Scatter plots of measured indicator format salience at non-alert times versus current
deviation (top) and trend (bottom). Regression lines are plotted in the background and inset
values are Spearman’s rank correlation statistics and associated p-values.
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indicator with the highest combined attentional urgency was used to update the cor-
responding Kalman filter. No other filters received observations. A response was
recorded if the concern of the observed indicator was above .9 after belief updating.
The model was run passively, thus stoplight alerts remained on even after responses.
To prevent repeated responses to the same critical indicator, after making a response no
further responses or observations were allowed to that indicator until after 1 s. These
parameters were coarsely set with consideration to the task dynamics, and investigated
by hand to ensure stable output over relatively small changes in value.

To the SBM model, the only difference between indicator formats is the salience
values computed from the actual frames for the experiment. Observations yielded the
true current value for all formats, corresponding to a simplifying assumption of
complete information access. Thus, any between-format effect of the model can be
explained as a result of salience. Figure 4 presents the proportion of proactive, reactive,
and miss responses from [13] with a corresponding summary of the model output. Even
with full and identical access to current value information for each format, the model
behavior was very similar to human performance, underscoring the significant impact
of salience in supporting proactive monitoring of multi-indicator displays. These results
fall out of the calculated salience of indicators in the experiment combined with the
belief update and response components of the model.

4 Discussion

In this work we have explored the effectiveness of visual indicator formats to manage
human attention in information-dense environments by relating the importance of
individual indicators to perceptual salience. We have demonstrated how computational
models can be used to quickly and objectively evaluate salience mapping and also
capture the impacts of indicator formats on human performance. Additionally, this
work has highlighted several important considerations for designers of indicator

Fig. 4. Proportion of proactive responses as measured behaviorally [13] and from the SBM
model. Proactive detections were responses for the next-critical indicator that occurred before it
crossed critical threshold; reactive responses were responses for an indicator after it crossed
threshold.
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formats, both for visual displays mediating communication between humans and
agents, visual displays more broadly, and communication through other sensory
modalities.

There are a variety of potential further applications of these computational models.
They can easily be applied to whole displays to highlight how background and orga-
nization affects the relative salience of individual indicators. In addition to the results
presented here, we have used the salience and SBM models to make predictions about
task variations (e.g., speeding up or slowing down the pace of the task, prioritization in
intermittent monitoring as in [3]), the contributions of specific attributes to overall
salience (e.g. the worsening feature of Trendicons), and performance with other indi-
cator formats. The models could also be extended to monitor and adapt salience in real
time to enable different prioritization schemes for different situations (e.g. lowering the
contrast of lower priority alerts so higher priority alerts stand out). However, we
caution against designing “to the model” by iteratively adjusting designs to maximize a
model-derived measure. The models should be considered as an evaluation tool and
used in conjunction with other evaluation methods.

The above analysis and modeling work has led us to a greater appreciation for the
power of intentionally mapping salience to task-relevant information through format
design. In practice, this is unfortunately more difficult than it sounds. The foundational
design step for making relevant information salient is identifying the relevant infor-
mation for the task or tasks being performed. This task context is important since even
subtle changes in the task or how the task is performed can alter the importance of
information, or how much salience is needed to direct attention. For example, with
displays used intermittently or peripherally, small changes in salience, such as those in
the Linear Estimator described here, will go unnoticed longer than coarse ones, such as
those in the Trendicons or Stoplight Coding.

Once task-relevant attributes have been identified, designers can depict these
attributes using visual elements that relate priority to salience, exploiting the basic
features identified by attention researchers [19] (color, intensity, orientation, size,
shape, motion, luminance change, etc.). The designs considered here illustrate two
strategies for doing so. In the Trendicons, a configural strategy [20] is used, main-
taining separable features that contribute to overall salience, making the format more
flexible to multiple overlapping tasks requiring component information access. The
Linear Estimator takes a more integrative approach by combining raw current deviation
and trend into a composite measure of importance for a specific task (although it is
intended to be combined with other formats providing separable information access, as
in the Alternative Trendicon and Augmented Trend Graph).

The salience mapping of individual formats must also be considered in the context
of the salience within an entire display. Salient features are salient only because they
stand out from the background. Consequently, indicators can more effectively and more
precisely draw attention when background elements are less salient. In our observations
of model salience maps, even subtle attributes like excessive outlines noticeably reduce
the salience of orientation. Removing these elements when possible, as also encouraged
by information rich display design [21], can increase opportunities for useful salience
mapping using more subtle features like orientation and alignment.
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Finally, while we have motivated this work in the context of visual displays as a
method of communication, the concepts of salience and salience mapping, as well as
our general approach, can be applied to other communication methods (e.g. verbal or
auditory cues). Carefully and sparingly using salient auditory, tactile, or multimodal
features to draw attention to important task information against a potentially noisy
background, is analogous to the approach we have outlined for visual indicators.

5 Conclusion

As humans are expected to work with more information, the effectiveness of indicator
formats in directing attention becomes increasingly important. In this paper, drawing
from decades of research on attention, we showed how computational models can help
evaluate the extent to which indicator formats draw attention to task-relevant infor-
mation, and can be used to predict the performance impact of different formats. Our
results are broadly applicable to the monitoring of multiple information sources and our
approach can help reveal the strengths and weaknesses of existing displays, guide the
design of new formats, and can even be extended to other sensory modalities. With
increases in available information and operator responsibility, HCI designers must
balance access to information with the limitations of human attention. We hope that
this work provides examples and tools to help achieve that balance.
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